Measuring the physical properties of galaxies such as redshift frequently requires the use of Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs). SED template sets are, however, often small in number and cover limited portions of photometric color space. Here we present a new method to estimate SEDs as a function of color from a small training set of template SEDs. We first cover the mathematical background behind the technique before demonstrating our ability to reconstruct spectra based upon colors and then compare to other common interpolation and extrapolation methods. When the photometric filters and spectra overlap we show reduction of error in the estimated spectra of over 65% compared to the more commonly used techniques. We also show an expansion of the method to wavelengths beyond the range of the photometric filters. Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of our technique by generating 50 additional SED templates from an original set of 10 and applying the new set to photometric redshift estimation. We are able to reduce the photometric redshifts standard deviation by at least 22.0% and the outlier rejected bias by over 86.2% compared to original set for z ≤ 3.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) is at the heart of many methods used to study the properties of galaxies. One example is the use of SEDs to estimate galaxy redshifts from photometry rather than spectra (Baum 1962; Koo 1985) . Photometric redshift estimation works by establishing a relationship between the colors of galaxies observed in a limited set of filters to the colors derived from a full SED of known redshift. Finding the right SED to compare to the catalog colors can, however, be a challenge. Empirical spectra are limited and sparsely sample the color space of a galaxy catalog while synthetic spectra like those of Bruzual & Charlot (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) are calculated with a discrete set of parameters. This means that photometric redshift estimation requires matching a continuous distribution of galaxy colors to a finite set of colors from the template SEDs. When there are large gaps between template colors this leads to uncertainty and erroneous matching can lead to catastrophic outliers in the redshift estimates of a catalog. It would therefore be useful to have an interpolation scheme that, given an arbitrary set of color values, could produce a realistic SED corresponding to those colors. Linear interpolation is sometimes used to expand SED sets for photometric redshift estimation as in Gorecki et al. (2014) , but this method is not guaranteed to produce realistic SEDs.
Another use for galaxy SEDs is the generation of mock catalogs from galaxy modeling codes. When these codes output a mock catalog they use a set of synthetic SEDs to estimate the colors of the simulated galaxies, but are only able to output SEDs using a grid of values for physical properties (e.g., temperature, metallicity, age) that should realistically be continuous. The ability to create a smooth and reasonable interpolation of SEDs could lead to more realistic color statistics for these mock catalogs.
In this paper, we introduce a method for SED interpolation that aims at realistically producing SEDs across continuous regions of color space. We will show that our method reproduces the colors of SEDs better than other interpolation methods such as nearest neighbor or linear interpolation. In Sections 2 and 3 we explain Principal Component Analysis and Gaussian processes and how we apply them to generate an interpolation scheme in color space for SEDs. In Section 4 we present a demonstration of our technique where we generate SEDs at given points in color space and compare the results to other interpolation methods. In Section 5 we will use photometric redshift estimation as an example of the benefits of our method. Finally, we discuss our work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
CREATION OF BASIS USING PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
SED fitting techniques attempt to map observed galaxy colors to intrinsic galaxy properties. For instance, photometric redshift estimation attempts to match galaxy colors to their redshifts. As we will show, the sparseness of the template set and its incomplete coverage in color space can create errors in redshift estimation. In order to improve SED fitting techniques we therefore need to be able to interpolate and extrapolate in color space to create a continuous mapping between colors and SEDs. To begin solving this problem, we choose to create a new basis in Section 4.1 from the template SEDs using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Linear combinations of these new basis SEDs can then be used to construct galaxy SEDs where the coefficients that weight each basis spectrum will be estimated from the color space.
Principal component analysis
PCA, also known as the Karhunen-Loève transform, has been used on SEDs in astronomy mainly for classification by using a small number of coefficients to describe each spectrum (Connolly et al. 1995; Yip et al. 2004 ). This method identifies the directions of maximal variance in a dataset and in so doing provides a new basis to represent the data along these directions. For our case we call these new bases eigenspectra following the convention of Connolly et al. (1995) . Using a linear combination of all these eigenspectra with proper weighting we can reconstruct the original spectra:
where f λi is the flux of the ith original spectrum at wavelength λ, m is the total number of eigenspectra and y ij is the coefficient that is applied to jth eigenspectrum when reconstructing the ith spectrum. If we keep all m eigenspectra we can reconstruct the input model spectra perfectly, but in PCA the eigenvectors are ordered by the variance they describe in the original dataset. If desired, we can truncate the sum in Equation 1 at a value n < m where n is the number of components that reproduces the original spectra within some error tolerance.
GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION FOR EIGENCOFFICIENTS
Our goal is now to estimate SEDs for points in color space where we want to expand our template set, i.e. generate additional SEDs where the templates do not cover the catalog color space. To do this we want to estimate new PCA coefficients using a regression of the PCA coefficients on to template SEDs based upon their locations in color space. We use Gaussian processes to do this regression because they perform well in creating smooth, nonlinear functions and are able to handle interpolation and extrapolation. Gaussian Processes have entered into astronomy recently in areas such as photometric redshift estimation (Way et al. 2009; Almosallam et al. 2016; Leistedt & Hogg 2017) and analysis of time series data (Aigrain et al. 2015) . We use maximum likelihood estimation to quickly optimize a new regression function for each of the PCA coefficients since the hyperparameters that estimate each coefficient are not expected to be the same.
Gaussian processes
A Gaussian process (GP) is a continuous distribution of random variables where any finite number of points can be described with a joint Gaussian distribution (Rasmussen & Williams 2006) . For example, consider the 2-d data vector y(x i ) = (y(x 1 ), ...., y(x n )) which is a single draw of a multivariate Gaussian distribution of dimension n. Since y is the result of a joint Gaussian distribution at points x 1 , ..., x n it is also the result of a GP that can be sampled continuously along the x axis (Ebden 2015) . GPs are described by a mean function, m(x), and a covariance function, k(x, x ), so that a GP can be abbreviated as f (x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x, x )) (Rasmussen & Williams 2006) . In general and in our use of GPs, the mean function is assumed to be zero so that the GP can be completely specified by the covariance function that relates data points to one another. Putting this together we can use a GP associated with an observed dataset y ∼ N (0, k(x, x )) to make predictions about the values of other points in the same space as y(x). This is the procedure known as Gaussian process regression and is better known in some fields as kriging. If the data are noisy we can follow Ebden (2015) and add in a Gaussian noise component along with the covariance function giving
where δ(x, x ) is the Kronecker delta. Here we assume that our noise is Gaussian and independent, but if there is covariance in the noise we could include additional terms in the covariance function with the desired form (Rasmussen & Williams 2006) . Thus, our problem that we show in practice in Section 4.2 can now be described with our observed data sample y (in this case the PCA coefficients) and a test sample y * (our interpolated coefficients) as:
where K is the covariance matrix of the data, K * is a matrix containing the covariances of the data and the test points and K * * is the covariance matrix between the test points.
Since we are interested in using this for regression we want to find the conditional probability of a set of test points given our observations, p(y * |y). Using the equations from Appendices 2 and 3 in Rasmussen & Williams (2006) this turns out to be another Gaussian distribution:
The mean of the new Gaussian at x * is the best estimate for the value of y * while the variance of the new Gaussian at that point provides a measure of the uncertainty in the predicted y * .
Choice of Kernels and Hyperparameters
We do not assume that the coefficients for each principal component will have the same relationships in color space and as a result we train a separate GP for the eigencoefficients of each principal component. The GPs use the color coordinates of the training spectra as inputs x and the PCA eigencoefficients as the outputs y(x). In section 2 we showed how the eigencoefficients can be used to reconstruct a spectrum using the PCA eigenspectra. Since our goal is to create new SEDs at specific points in color space we use GP regression to estimate new eigencofficients for points in color space. Then we use the coefficients along with the eigenspectra to calculate a new SED. Since the covariances in color space may be different for each of the principal components we use a separate GP regression for each eigencoefficient. We also tune each GP to find the best hyperparameters for the covariance function. These hyperparameters are the terms in each covariance function that affect the strength of the relationship of the points in the training set to a desired measurement location. For instance, the commonly used squared exponential covariance function uses a scale length to adjust the weighting in the GP based upon Euclidean distance to the training points. In order to find the hyperparameters for a set of data, we maximize the log marginal likelihood function as found in Chapter 5 of Rasmussen & Williams (2006) :
and use K to mean the same input data covariance matrix as above while n refers to the size of the training set. We implement our GP methods using the Python language package, george 1 (Ambikasaran et al. 2014) and use for comparison 4 different kernel functions that come in george to describe our covariance. All are stationary kernels in which the kernel function does not depend on the values of the input coordinates, but only on the distance between points. These are the squared exponential, θ 1 exp(
) and the Matern-5/2,
). θ 1 and θ 2 are the tunable hyperparameters of each covariance model, where the first is used to set the signal variance in the outputs and the second adjusts the distance scale on each model. To set the values of θ 1 and θ 2 for each covariance function we maximize the value of Equation 5 using Nelder-Mead optimization implemented using the Scipy library (Jones et al. 2001 ).
TESTING AND RESULTS
To test our method we performed three sets of 500 runs where the goal was to use only the color information for SEDs we already had and compare the estimated SED to the original. The first test looked at the results where we restricted SED estimation to the optical wavelength range covered by the filters we used for the input colors. The other two tests looked at estimating the SEDs over additional wavelengths above and below the optical range. In each run, we randomly drew a set of 10 templates from a larger set of synthetic SEDs described below to form a training set. We used these spectra as input to our PCA method to create a set of eigenspectra. We then drew another 50 templates to make up a test set where we calculated the colors and assumed we only had this color information as a starting point for SED estimation. We used these colors as input to the Gaussian process regression trained with our training set eigencofficients and generated new eigencoefficients that we used to reconstruct estimates of the original SEDs. Finally, we compared the resulting SEDs to the actual SEDs for our method. We also compared our results for SED estimation against two other common methods, nearest neighbor estimation and linear interpolation. The results were stored and a new run was started with a new set of training and test SEDs randomly chosen from the SED library.
Creation of training set
As templates we used SEDs from the LSST simulations (Connolly et al. 2014 Figure  1 shows a set of sample SEDs with different ages, metallicities and star formation histories. The spectra cover a wavelength range from 9 nm up to 160 µm, but we only used wavelengths less than 2400 nm where the resolution is best. Here the resolution varies between 0.1 nm for most of the optical range up to 10 nm at longer wavelengths and values in between for other wavelengths. The bottom part of Figure  1 shows a more detailed look at the resolution throughout the wavelength range. Since some spectra in the library are very similar and the Gaussian processes require non-singular matrices for matrix inversion we trimmed the catalog to 789 spectra by removing spectra that duplicated the flux of another within 0.001% at more than 90% of the wavelength points.
In each run we created a new basis set from 10 spectra randomly picked from the full set of 789 spectra. We used 10 spectra in order to provide a training set comparable in size to photometric redshift training sets like the commonly used Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980) (CWW) templates. Then we used the PCA method in the decomposition module of scikit-learn (Grisel et al. 2016 ) to find eigenspectra and eigencoefficients. In each PCA we kept 9 of the 10 components since we found that 9 components in each PCA decomposition explained over 99.9999% of the variance. We show in Figure 2 the mean spectrum and the first three eigenspectra for one of our training sets in 4.2.1.
Estimating SEDs
In order to estimate new eigencofficients at locations in color space we used the exponential and squared exponential kernels described in 3.2 for our Gaussian processes. Since we implement a separate Gaussian process for each set of eigencoefficients we ended up with 9 different Gaussian processes from each training set.
We then used the Gaussian processes and the colors of our test set to predict eigencoefficients for the test spectra and used this information along with the eigenspectra and mean spectrum of the training set to generate estimates of the test SEDs. Since we use Principal Component Analysis for our basis set there is a possibility of negative flux at some points in the estimated SEDs. In these cases we set the flux to 0 where it would otherwise be negative.
To generate our linear estimation comparison set we trained a linear regression in color space with the training SEDs and then used this to estimate the flux values at the colors of our test spectra. For the nearest neighbor comparisons we experimented with different variations where the nearest neighbors were determined by distance in color space between the test colors and the nearest training colors. We tested using a uniform weighting with 1, 2 or 4 neighbors as well as a distance weighted estimate using 2 or 4 neighbors.
Optical Wavelengths
The colors we plan on using for this technique are most likely those of an optical survey such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST). Using the latest version of the LSST bandpasses from the LSST simulations software stack (Connolly et al. 2014) 3 we calculated the colors for our training and test SEDs. We followed the procedure outlined above only using the SEDs at wavelengths from 299 -1200 nm which covers the range of the LSST filters for the PCA stage. The mean maximum likelihood hyperparameters across all 500 runs for the first three eigencoefficients are shown for each of the kernel functions in Table 1 where, as in Section 3.2, θ 1 is a scaling factor and θ 2 is a length factor. Notice that the θ 1 and θ 2 hyperparameters in each model vary with each PCA component as expected. Note-Mean Gaussian Process hyperparameter values for 1st three principal components after 500 runs. θ 1 is a scaling factor and θ 2 is a length factor. The output of each of the 500 runs is a set of 50 estimated SEDs from each estimation method at the locations in color space of 50 original test SEDs. To compare the results we find the absolute difference between the estimated and original SED for each method and then calculate the fractional residuals. Figure 3 displays the mean residuals between the predicted SEDs and the actual SEDs as a function of wavelength for the two best Gaussian Process estimates and the two best nearest neighbor results along with the linear estimation. The results show that our GP method with a Matern-5/2 kernel outperforms all other techniques across almost all wavelengths that we used. The same technique with a squared exponential kernel also works well compared to the alternatives. In Figure 4 we show the ratios between our method and the comparison methods. The best nearest neighbor technique in this test was the distance weighted 2 nearest neighbors estimate and this is what we include for comparison in Figure 4 . For most of the spectra our method using the Matern-5/2 kernel has less than 60% of the error as the nearest neighbor method and less than 50% of the error as the linear estimation method. The mean error and median error across the spectrum is shown in Table 2 . Comparing the different methods we see that the mean percent error was 3.20% and 3.49% for the Matern-5/2 kernel and squared exponential kernel methods, respectively. This is lower than the 9.70% mean error for the nearest neighbor method, the 9.23% for the 2 nearest neighbors method and the 9.62% mean error when using linear estimation. In fact, all four GP kernels outperformed the nearest neighbor and linear methods.
Expanding the wavelength range
It is important for applications involving redshifts or predicting magnitudes in other bands to be able to use our technique to generate accurate SEDs at a larger wavelength range than just the rest frame optical wavelengths. Therefore our second test was using the same training and test SEDs with the same colors and performing the same analysis, but extending the wavelengths to 99 and 2400 nm in our training SEDs for use in the creation of the PCA basis. Table 3 shows that our methods are not performing as well in this test as they did in the first one. The mean error across the full spectrum is now as high as 73.5% for the squared exponential kernel and even the best GP kernel, the exponential is at 43.7%. The traditional methods also show increases in error but now outperform the Gaussian process regression methods. Here the exponential kernel performs better than the other kernels but still is worse than the nearest neighbor and linear methods across most of the spectrum. Looking at the second row of Table 3 however, we see that the errors in the region of the spectrum used to train the GPs are actually comparable between the Nearest Neighbor method and our GP method. Since all SED sets in this test are the same as those we used in 4.2.1 it appears that the addition of wavelengths outside the range of our filters are leading to the decrease in performance of our method with most of the error appearing at the blue end of the spectrum. We therefore decided to try and find ways to use information about the rest of the spectrum available to our training set in order to improve our estimates for the test set where we only use the LSST filters.
Using artificial filters in training
Since it seems that the errors are driven by features outside the range of our filters we decided to expand the amount of information we were using in our training set. We added a series of top hat filters outside the range of the LSST ugrizy filters we were using. We tried a few simple combinations of 50 nm wide top hat filters close to the existing bands and the best results came from 2 50 nm wide top hat filters on the blue end at 100-150 nm and 200-250 nm as well as 2 on the red end at 1250-1300 nm and 1350-1400 nm.
First, we wanted to test the hypothesis that the relationship of the spectra in the UV and IR regions were not being fully captured by only using the optical filters. We took our full set of BC03 spectra and picked out a test spectrum. We then took all of the other spectra within a radius of 0.1 magnitudes in the 5-dimensional color space provided by the LSST filters. The top plot in Figure 5 shows the difference in flux between these spectra and the test spectrum. Then we repeated this process with the same spectrum, but in the 9-dimensional color space of the LSST ugrizy plus our top hat filters in the UV and IR regions of the spectrum. Once again we used a radius of 0.1 magnitudes and show the results in the bottom plot of Figure 5 . Notice that in the comparison of the spectra with similar optical colors the SEDs are very similar across the optical and IR wavelengths. In the UV portion of the SED (wavelengths less than the u band filter) there is, however, significant diversity in the spectra. When adding the top hat filters to expand the color space and selecting spectra with common optical and UV colors the large amount of diversity in the UV part of the spectrum is removed (for spectra within the same 0.1 magnitude radius of our test spectrum). Confident that the top hat filters would help to better fit the relationships between spectra in color space we moved on to using the top hat filters in our GP Regression. Since we would not have this information when applying our technique to observed colors we only used this to optimize the hyperparameters for the GP on the training set information. We then used these optimized hyperparameters with the same 5 color GPs as before on the test set data. Therefore, we simulated having full spectra in our templates but only the observed color information we would have in a real application as the data for our test set estimates.
In general, there is an improvement in our estimates of the full spectrum compared to test 2. Figure 6 shows our results for the mean fractional residuals using the Matern-3/2 kernel with and without the artificial filters. There is obvious improvement across the whole spectral range, but most especially in the shorter wavelengths that now have training filters covering that wavelength range. Table 4 shows the new values for the results using the Gaussian process regression with new top hat filters. The mean residual error using the GP method decreased with every kernel. For the Matern-3/2 kernel it dropped from 51.2% to 25.6% now beating the nearest neighbor and linear techniques. In the range between 300 and 1200 nm there is improvement for 3 of the 4 kernels as well. Finally, we created an interquartile mean by only using the middle 50% of estimated SEDs for each method based upon the mean error of the overall spectrum. We wanted to look at the interquartile mean in order to see if outliers were having a large effect on our estimated SEDs in this test. The bottom row of Table 4 shows training with the additional filters leads our GP method with the exponential kernel to perform the best by a considerable amount according to this measurement. This suggests that the exponential kernel does a good job reproducing the spectra, but also produces larger errors in some spectra compared Figure 6 . Top: Ratio of our method's fractional error to that from nearest neighbor and linear interpolation training only with 5 LSST colors. Bottom: Ratio of the same methods using 9 colors to train the hyperparameters of the Gaussian Process.
to the Matern-3/2 kernel. Understanding where these errors are present could be possible since Gaussian Processes produce estimates of the variance in its results and this is addressed in our discussion of Future Work in 6. Knowing when to accept and when to reject our estimates could allow us to produce an even better set of estimated SEDs by combining estimates from multiple kernels.
Overall, the results of this test indicate that adding artificial filters helps our method with all kernels but we still need to do further work to reduce outliers and produce more accurate SEDs consistently. So far, we have just tested using simple top hat filters and additional development of these artificial filters can attempt to maximize the information used to identify the relationships in color space between spectra. For now though it is encouraging that the simple additional filters lead the Matern-3/2 kernel to beat the nearest neighbor and linear methods when estimating a more complete spectrum and for the exponential kernel to beat them decisively when looking at the interquartile mean results. Further work will hopefully help to reduce the outliers and lead to further improvements in the GP method over the other methods across the full wavelength range.
Extrapolation in Color Space
One of the challenges of using template sets is that available templates do not always cover the color space of interest. Improving estimates of SEDs in regions of color space that require extrapolation is one area that our method is able to improve compared to the other methods. In order to show this we sorted all the results from the previous tests by Euclidean distance from the color coordinate of the test point to the nearest training neighbor. Figure 7 shows the results for all objects within a radius of 0.6 magnitudes in color space to a training point. This covers over 95% of our test points. The top plot in Figure 7 shows the results from Section 4.2.1 where the GP method outperforms all the way through these distances but achieves best results over the nearest neighbors at larger distances going to lower than one-third of the error in the nearest neighbor and linear interpolation methods consistently across the distances. In the bottom plot we show results from Section 4.2.3. In that test we saw that overall the nearest neighbors method was able to beat our GP method, but looking at this plot we see that the GP method is able to catch up and beat the nearest neighbors method when the test colors get further away from the color space of the original template set. These results show that our GP estimation method is a powerful new tool for extrapolating in color space.
Using Narrowband Filters
In order to further show the capabilities of our technique we also applied it to a set of narrowband filters once again using the same SED sets as we did in 4.2. We chose a set of 4 narrowband filters from the Hubble Space Telescope ACS/HRC 4 . The filters are centered at approximately 344, 502, 658 and 892 nm and range in effective width from 56.7 to 149.1 nm. We ran the same tests as 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 and present the results in Tables 5 and 6. The results are very similar to the wider LSST filters. In the first test we outperform the nearest neighbor and linear methods in 3 of the 4 kernels with mean residual error as low as 3.78% for the Matern-3/2 kernel. We also tested on spectra extended to 99-2400 nm using the same artificial filters plus the LSST y filter as training filters to fit the hyperparameters like we did in 4.2.3. We added the LSST y filter to the training set to bridge the gap between the reddest narrowband filter and the red top hat filters. In this test we get comparable results to the nearest neighbors method when using the Matern-3/2 kernel. Once again, a refined set of training filters may be able to further improve our results, but for a simple set the results are encouraging that even with the limited amount of the spectrum sampled by broadband filters and with only 4 filters we are able to estimate a large portion of the spectrum to almost the same accuracy.
EXPANDING TEMPLATE SETS FOR PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS
While the overall goal of our estimation method is to expand template sets for a variety of applications, one of the most common uses for template sets is in estimating photometric redshifts. As a demonstration of the benefits of our technique we performed photometric redshift estimation on a mock catalog with BC03 train- ing spectra. In this section, we first establish the benefits of larger template sets on photometric redshift estimation. We then show how our technique can be used to improve photometric redshift estimation by expanding a template set through the generation of new estimated SEDs at specific locations in color space. Additionally, it is important to note that while Gaussian Processes have been applied to photometric redshifts previously (Way et al. 2009; Almosallam et al. 2016; Leistedt & Hogg 2017) our method is a general framework for expanding template sets and constructing SEDs with PCA coefficients. Below we use an existing photometric redshift method with an expanded template set as an example application since it is easy to compare results by plugging in different template sets with the same catalogs and code. Other possible applications of our method include representing large sets of SEDs with only a few PCA coefficients or creating continuous distributions of SEDs using features other than colors. We discuss these further in Section 6.
Mock Catalog and Method
Our simulated catalog was 100,000 objects from a larger catalog used in (Graham et al. 2017 ) created using the galaxy formation model of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) with redshifts up to z=6, but we focus our results on the 89,471 objects with z≤3. The photometry in the catalog is in the SDSS ugriz and Pan-Starrs y filters. The catalog came without errors so we generated photometric errors of a simulated LSST-like survey using the LSST simulations software stack (Connolly et al. 2014) .
To calculate redshifts we used LePHARE (PHotometric Analysis for Redshift Estimations)
5 (Arnouts et al. 1999; Ilbert et al. 2006) . The code is an SED template fitting code that uses a chi-square method comparing the photometric flux of the templates at a sequence of redshifts to the catalog photometry to find the best template and redshift match for each galaxy. We wanted to consider the impact of the number of templates used in a photometric redshift analysis. Along with the original set of 10 template SEDs, we created a set of 60 BC03 templates by randomly selecting 50 additional spectra from the full SED library and a set of the 10 original templates plus 50 templates created using an exponential kernel function trained with the method explained in Section 4.2.3. We used the SDSS ugriz and Pan-Starrs y filters along with the same 4 top-hat filters from before. To decide where in color space to estimate new colors we performed a k-means clustering on the catalog in the SDSS ugriz + Pan-Starrs y color space with k=50. We then used the locations of the color centers as the locations to estimate new SEDs. While this method of estimating color locations is done on the redshifted colors and thus will cover some areas with unrealistic rest frame colors it will make sure the rest frame SEDs of the majority of galaxies are covered. We then estimated redshifts using LePHARE for all objects in the mock catalog using the 3 template sets. Since we were trying to isolate the effect of changing template sets on the redshift estimation we included no priors when running the code. Therefore, the results presented here are a worst case scenario run without optimizing the redshift estimation in other ways. Table 7 shows the results of four statistics calculated from the photo-z estimation. We define the distance corrected difference in redshift to be ∆z = ztrue−z phot 1+ztrue
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and calculate four statistics as used by the LSST:
• Bias: Outlier rejected bias. Mean of differences between true and estimated redshift across interquartile range (IQR). ∆z 25−75%
• Standard Deviation: Standard deviation of ∆z. (∆z − ∆z) 2
• Standard Deviation of Interquartile Range: The spread of the difference between true and estimated redshift for the middle 50% of differences divided by 1.349 to compare to standard deviation.
∆z 75% −∆z 25% 1.349
• Fraction of Outliers: The fraction of catalog objects with a difference between true and estimated redshift greater than 0.06 or 3 times the Standard Deviation of the IQR whichever is greater. Figure 8 show that using a larger template set improves the redshift estimation in the range z ≤ 3. The standard deviation for the redshift residuals is reduced by 38% when going from 10 to 60 and the bias falls by 74%. Therefore, the coverage of templates in color space does make a difference in the accuracy of photometric redshift estimation and increasing the number of templates is beneficial. While this is an idealized case since we used the templates that were used to create the simulated catalog colors, we do expect to see that using our method to create additional realistic template SEDs will provide measurable improvement in photometric redshift estimation.
Comparing the exponential kernel method to the original 10 templates reveals significant improvements when using our technique to expand the template set. Our estimated SEDs successfully improve estimates across all measured statistics in the range z ≤ 3 including improving the standard deviation by 22.0%, the standard deviation of the IQR by 60.6% and the bias by 86.2%. Figure 9 compares the scatter plots for the two runs side-by-side. The exponential kernel templates help eliminate some of the longer horizontal features found in the scatter plot for the 10 templates on their own.
We can also consider our 50 estimated SEDs against the results from adding 50 of the original template SEDs. The 60 template set in Section 5.2 had a better standard deviation in its estimates 0.173 to our 0.217 and the standard deviation of the IQR at 0.036 to our 0.048, but we were able to better it in the bias by 0.006. Furthermore, as noted above the 60 templates were an idealized case and it is not surprising that we were not able to match the standard deviation. But, it is a very positive sign that our best 50% of results represented in the IQR standard deviation and outlier rejected bias approach the levels of the 60 BC03 templates and in the case of the bias are able to improve upon that set.
FUTURE WORK
We have presented the results of our estimation technique to produce realistic and useful SEDs for studying galaxies. While it is best at reproducing the flux in the wavelength range of the filters it uses we have also shown we can improve upon existing techniques for estimating spectra even outside the range of the colors we have for a galaxy. This already improves photometric redshift estimation by reducing the standard deviation in the residuals by 24.5% compared to a base template set as shown in Section 5. There were also improvements to the bias and the standard deviation of the IQR. Further work can be done to improve the artificial filters for greater accuracy at wavelengths beyond the optical range. Our simple top hat filters were only a first effort at solving this issue and we will look at how to design artificial bandpasses that maximize using the information in wavelengths only available to the training set.
Additionally, Gaussian process regression provides a measure of the variance around the mean estimate for each input value. In our method we only used the mean value for eigencoefficients from the GP to create new SEDs, but there is information in Figure 8 . Comparing descriptive statistics from photometric redshift estimation with 10 and 60 BC03 templates to 10 BC03 templates + 50 estimated SEDs created using the Gaussian Process estimation method with an exponential kernel in color space. The addition of Gaussian process interpolated templates improves the redshift estimation in the range z ≤ 3 compared to the original 10 templates from which they are derived and produce results comparable to using 60 BC03 templates.
the variance results of the GP that we could use to quantify the uncertainty in our predicted SEDs. This uncertainty could help in deciding which areas of color space can be confidently extrapolated with our technique using a given training set. Or as mentioned in 4.2.3 we could use the information to combine the best estimates from a set of kernels to cover color space more completely and accurately than only using a single kernel. In Section 4.3 we showed our method is better than others at extrapolating to new areas of color space, but also has limits due to the nature of the Gaussian Processes. Understanding the limits may come from studying the accompanying error estimates. We may also use this information to provide uncertainty estimates on our predicted SEDs. We could then use the information in Bayesian analyses like those used in photometric redshift estimation. Figure 9 . Scatter plots comparing the true redshift from the mock catalog and the estimated redshift from photometry when using 10 BC03 templates (left) and adding 50 estimated SEDs using our technique with an exponential kernel (right). Notice how the additional templates help eliminate some of the horizontal features that appear when only using the 10 templates on their own.
Finally, we want to extend the use of the tools developed in this paper to other applications. The ability to describe a basis for constructing SEDs with PCA coefficients will allow galaxy evolution codes to retain a galaxy's SED at each time step in a simulation. Storing only a set of around 10 PCA coefficients will allow this to be practical in terms of memory use compared to storing the full spectrum at each time step. Furthermore, we could explore creating continuous distributions of galaxy SEDs in other feature spaces such as metallicity and age. This would help semi-analytical models of galaxies create more realistic color distributions in mock catalogs by providing SEDs that are not restricted to the finite grid of metallicity, age and other properties that simulated SEDs like BC03 currently allow.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that Gaussian process interpolation of template set eigencoefficients is able to create a continuous interpolation and extrapolation from a training set of SEDs to the SEDs for other points in color space. This mapping provides SEDs that improve upon standard interpolation techniques currently used both in the estimation of the true spectrum and in the generation of colors from the predicted SEDs. For the wavelength range where photometric filters and spectra overlap we can improve the mean error estimate of the spectrum for a given location in color space by over 65%. Furthermore, Section 4.3 indicates that the best improvements come as the test points get further from the training data. As an example application we demonstrated that our method can help photometric redshift estimation. We improved the standard deviation of the error in photometric redshifts by over 24.8% and lowered the outlier rejected bias by over 87.5% compared to the original template set. In the future we hope to extend the applications to improving outputs for galaxy evolution modelling codes and other areas where SEDs are used to calculate galaxy properties or in generation of mock catalogs. Overall, this technique is a powerful addition to the astronomical toolbox anywhere interpolation or extrapolation of template SEDs would be useful and our Python code, ESP (Estimating Spectra from Photometry), is documented and openly available on github at https://github.com/jbkalmbach/esp. It also includes a jupyter notebook with the code to reproduce all plots in our paper.
